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the passion for cacti and other succulents

editorial 14

summary

A

s they say, no prophet
is accepted in his own
country. A couple of
years ago I was pretty
much excited by the
number of new electronic publications appearing within a year.
However, the last two years, 2014 and
especially 2015 were pretty much like
a road leading nowhere. Things have
changed and by all appearances not
for the best. As most publications were
free, the much needed support was
not always there. It is terribly unpleasant to see how, what appeared at some
stage to become a wave of independent publications about cacti and other
succulents, now seems to disappear
and fade slowly, both quantitatively
and qualitatively. In the recent past,
how many glorious websites have not
been in disrepair over time? Or, how
many ardent forums have disappeared
or went into dormancy in recent years?
Unfortunately, the story seems to repeat again.
However, we have to apologize for
our late appearance of No. 14. In any
case, we have been busy over the last
three months. We put online no less
than three special issues; we also work
on the English version of Dag Panco’s

Editorial
Editorial

book ("Growing cacti in a temperate
continental climate") which is due to appear until the end of the year. However,
we hope you will enjoy this 14th issue
as well…
Once again, we have to thank all of
you, especially to you dear readers
worldwide, from more than 100 countries and territories, who constant¬ly
show your interest and loyalty, and
al¬ways give good reasons for Xerophilia’s contributors to write, and our
team a purpose for existing and working for you.

Eduart
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Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi,
named out of respect, Mahatma Gandhi
(1869-1948) - is a known Indian politician
and philosopher, artisan of the state independence of India. Mahatma Gandhi is
the initiator of the idea of nonviolent civil
disobedience protest. He dies assassinated by an Indian nationalist in late January
1948. Gandhi remains one of the brightest
and most prominent figures of the twentieth century.

Xerophilia 14's
Favorite Quote

Earth provides enough
to satisfy every man's
needs,
but not every man's
greed.”

summary

“

Mahatma Gandhi

en ro or

Editorial
Qoute
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Gypsophilous
xeric flora
in arid regions
of San Luis Potosí
México
Pedro Nájera Quezada

"For a long time I thought, there were
constant species in the wild"
(Lamarck 1802)

R

summary

Ariocarpus bravoanus, Nuñez.

egions with high concentrations of gypsum and anhydrite
in the world are relatively uncommon, being between 94 and
100 million hectares
worldwide, which corresponds only to 0.65% of the 14.900
million hectares that make up the
Earth's solid surface and, rarer still,
are regions with anhydrite banks

which, due to their high solubility, are found mainly in
arid areas since the low rainfall which limits the hydration and leakage of gypsum (Palacio 2007; SE 2014); however, in Mexico they cover less than 3.3% of the land area
(INEGI 2007).
The states and regions with prominent gypsum outcrops, or soils with high concentrations, correspond
mainly to México:

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora

ns

ibutio

Contr
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• Baja California: Isla San Marcos, Santa Rosalía;
• Coahuila: Candelaria del Valle, Canutillo, Cuatro Ciénegas, Ramos Arizpe, Saltillo, San José
de Guzmán, San Pedro de las Colonias, San
Lorenzo, Viesca;
• Chihuahua: Camargo, Ojo Caliente, Samalayuca, Villa Ahumada;
• Colima: Agua Zarca, Coquimatlán, Los Asmoles, Villa de Álvarez;
• Durango: Mapimí;
• Nuevo León: Estación Hermanas, Galeana,
Iturbide, Mina, Minas viejas, Noria de la Soledad, Rayones, San Roberto;
• Oaxaca: San Martín Toxpalan;
• Puebla: Tehuacán-Cuicatlán, Tehuixtla;
• San Luis Potosí: Guaxcamá, Papagayos, Rioverde, Salado, San Nicolás Tolentino, Santa
Rosa, Trinidad-Núñez;
• Zacatecas: Ciénaga de Rocamontes, La Cardona.
The gypsum sites in the region known as Megamexico 1 (Rzedowski 1993), which comprises the
arid areas of Sonora, Chihuahua and Tamaulipas
desert are included to USA::
• California: Mojave;
• New Mexico: Old Horse Springs, White Sands;
• Oklahoma: Major County;
• Texas: Terlingua.(1)
The major producing states and their percentage
of total domestic production of gypsum in Mexico
are Baja California Sur, 56.3%; Nuevo Leon, 23.3%;
San Luis Potosi, 7.2%; Colima, 4.7%, among others,
while furthermore the Secretariat of Economy (SE
2014) estimated an apparent domestic consumption of 5 million tones and exports of 1 million
tons. High demand for of gypsum construction
makes these regions sites a constant threat to the
possible establishment of groups that would take
advantage of gypsum open pits eliminating completely the biota of the sites. This alone has contributed to the decrease of 2.23% coverage on the
maps of land uses and vegetation of INEGI (2002,
2011, MDM5).
Anhydrite (anhydrous calcium sulphate), originated after crystallization of dissolved salts from
sedimentation in deep water ancient seas or evaporated salty lakes (evaporitic) are usually found on
gypsiferous sites adjacent to saline sites. (Palacio
2007; SE 2014).
These outcrops have various compositions and
formations, which stand out in the low hills and
valleys since due to the high solubility of gypsum
it is deposited in the lower parts of basins. In the
case of the Mexican highlands, water is endorheic
so of that favors the creation of alluvial fans with
high gypsum content in the substrate and sometimes are close to sites with salt accumulations
(halophilous soils), as the case of El salado, Noria
de la soledad and La Cardona. In other occasions
it forms dunes, as in Samalayuca, Cuatro Ciénegas
and the White Sands; other sites consist of gypsum
Gypsophilous xeric fora

into crystallized layers between limestone strata,
which include Papagayos and Terlingua; likewise
sites with presence of gypsum in the form of rocks
or pure geological strata, as the case of Galeana,
Linares, Guaxcamá and Trinidad.
The variability in organisms and their impact on
their phenotypes are influenced by the physical
environment, which is also modified by the geologic activity that has undergone the land along its
geological history (Lieberman,2000; Cevallos-Ferriz, 2012) noticing this effect mainly in areas with
intercalated gypsum and limestone soils where
the contrast of the vegetation is high, taking this
as premise proceeds to compare the presence of
gypsophytes or gypsovags species on different
sites in presence of gypsum, whether solid rock
or in layers (Trinidad, Guanamé and Papagayos),
or dissolved in the soil (Salado and Sta Rosa) and
looking at it as an incident factor on the variability
in species of the family mentioned which, consistent with the assumptions in the Zoological Philosophy of J. B. Lamarck (1809; p. 198) because it is
clear that each species is susceptible to significant
changes due to the influence of the circumstances
in reaching their habitats and change not only its
parts but also its organization, since in this case
the constant stress on vegetation that maintains
excess gypsum in the substrate (Meyer et al. 1992,
Rzedowski 1991). These basic premises for understanding the relationship between the ecosystem
and its species must be defined through the same
ecological species concept developed by Van Valen (1976) which considers and applies the Huxley’s (1923) concept of segregation of individuals in
communities with particular characteristics to the
ecology and genetics of populations and communities. (Giraudo 1997, Willey 1978).
There are two different types of vegetation capabilities to exist within gypsic regions: facultative
and obligated, which are known in these cases as
gypsovags and gypsophytes, in which significant
differences were found between the C:N relation
as in Ca, S, N, Mg, P, Na and ash between regional
dominant gypsophytes, gypsovags and endemic
gypsophytes (Palacio 2007).
The species with gypsophyllous and/or gypsovag capacities in the abovementioned regions
are listed in Table 1; there are some other species
less known or investigated.
With this occasion it is presented a comparison
of gypsophytes and gypsovag species in the following ecosystems:
• Gypsophyllous Grasslands of Matehuala:
• El Milagro de Guadalupe,
• Hacienda de Sta. Rosa,
• Pozos de Santa Clara.
• El Salado Plains:
• El Manantial,
• El Salado,
• San Juan de la Cruz;
• Sierra Papagayos:
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• Colorado,
• Salitrillo,
• Salto de Wasso;
• Sierra La Trinidad:
• Núñez,
• Pozas de Santa Ana,
• Trinidad;
• Sierra El Tablón:
• Guaxcamá,
• San Rafael,
• El Tepozán.
In addition to the table of diversity, there are
presented in the list values with direct ways for the
possible inclusion in the NOM059SEMARNAT2010
cited in the MER (Methodology for the Risk Assessment of wild species in Mexico), which are summarized coming up next:
Direct ways:
Gypsophilous xeric fora

The author looking at a plans of the species Epithelantha greggii ssp. potosina, growing on a gypsum
rock, in La Trinidad.

I. When the characteristics of the geographical
distribution, the range is less than or equal to 1
km2;
II. When demographically, the total number of
individuals is equal to or less than 500;
III. When the level of impact of human activities
on the habitat of the taxon, in the remaining habitat does not allow the viability of existing populations;
IV. When the species has hyper-disperse populations with a population density of 1 individual
each 5 ha or lesser; and also if the sum of criterion
D is greater than 0.4 (SEMARNAT 2010).
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Description of the sites

Gypsophyllous Grasslands
of Matehuala
El Milagro de Guadalupe
It is a gypseous plain located in the municipality of Guadalcazar, it corresponds to a edaphic
influenced grassland, consisting of large areas
of grass with patches of microphyllous desert
scrub.

summary

Here & below: landscapes from El Milagro de Guadalupe.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Lophophora williamsii, El Milagro de Guadalupe.
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Lophophora williamsii, El Milagro de Guadalupe.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Hacienda de Santa Rosa

It is a gypseous plain located in the municipality of Villa de Guadalupe, it corresponds to
a edaphic influenced grassland, consisting of
large areas of grass with patches of microphyllous desert scrub; it is a continuity of grasslands
described in El Milagro de Guadalupe site.

summary

Here & below: landscapes from Hacienda de Santa
Rosa.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Ferocactus hamatacanthus, Hacienda de Santa Rosa.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Pozas de Santa Clara

It is a gypseous plain located in the municipality of Matehuala, corresponds to a edaphic
influenced grassland, consisting of large areas
of grass with patches of microphyllous desert
scrub; it is a continuity of grasslands described
in El Milagro de Guadalupe and Hacienda de
Santa Rosa.

summary

Here & below: landscapes from Pozas de Santa
Clara.
Above right: Crotalus atrox.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Lophophora williamsii, Pozas de Santa Clara.

Ariocarpus kotschoubeyanus, Pozas de Santa Clara.

Hibiscus martianus, Pozas de Santa Clara.

summary

Zinnia juniperifolia, Pozas de Santa Clara.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Description of the sites

El Salado Plains
El Manantial

It is a gypseous plain located in the municipality of Vanegas, with grasslands corresponding to a soil composed of patches interspersed
in the microphyllous desert scrub, in this site is
found the southernmost locality reported for
the prairie dog (C. mexicanus Merriam) (Luévano
2008, Yeaton and Flores 2006).

summary

Here & below: landscapes from El Manantial.
Left: Coryphantha poselgeriana.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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El Salado

It is a gypseous plain located in the municipality of Vanegas, is composed of small hillocks of
edaphic grasslands with patches of microphyllous desert scrub present in the lowlands between the hills, in the site also is present the
prairie dog (C. mexicanus Merriam) (Luévano
2008, Yeaton and Flores 2006).

summary

Here & below: landscapes from El Salado.
Below right: Mammillaria heyderi.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Ariocarpus kotschoubeyanus, El Salado.

Lophophora alberto-vojtechii, El Salado.

Lophophora alberto-vojtechii, El Salado.

Lophophora alberto-vojtechii, El Salado.

Lophophora alberto-vojtechii, El Salado.

summary

Mammillaria coahuilense, El Salado.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Tiquilia canescens, El Salado.

Ibervillea tenuisecta, El Salado.

summary

Suaeda sp., El Salado.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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San Juan de la Cruz

It is a floodplain that is formed by an evaporitic lake and practically bare ground cover and
small stands of edaphic grasslands with Suaeda
sp. scrubs.

summary

Landscape from San Juan de la Cruz.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Salsola, an invasive plant, San Juan de la Cruz

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Lophophora alberto-vojtechii, San Juan de la Cruz.

Lophophora alberto-vojtechii, San Juan de la Cruz.

Lophophora williamsii, San Juan de la Cruz.

summary

Lophophora alberto-vojtechii, San Juan de la Cruz.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Here & below: Coryphantha poselgeriana, San Juan
de la Cruz.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Here: Coryphantha voghterriana, San Juan de la Cruz.
Below: Lycium intricatum, San Juan de la Cruz.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Description of the sites

Sierra Papagayos
Colorado

It corresponds to a canyon formed by an intermittent stream coming from the mountains
with a slope of 25 ° and approximately northnorthwest orientation, which is covered by rosetophyllous desert scrub and microphyllous
desert scrub.

summary

Here & below: landscapes fromColorado.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Mammillaria potsii, Colorado.

Epithelantha bokei, Colorado.

Neolloydia sp. (eriosyceoides nom. prov.), Colorado.

summary

Ariocarpus bravoanus ssp. hintonii, Colorado.

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Salitrillo

It is a hilly land with northwest orientation,
with a slope of 20 ° and rosetophyllous desert
scrub vegetation composed of Agave lechuguilla
Torr. and Agave striata Zucc., golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos L.) was observed in the site, a
protected NOM 059 SEMARNAT 2010 species.

summary

Landscape from Salitrillo.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Ariocarpus retusus, Salitrillo

Ferocactus pilosus, Salitrillo

Echinocactus horizonthalonius 'minimus', Salitrillo

summary

Tiquilia purpusii, Salitrillo

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Salto de Wasso

It is a canyon formed by an intermittent
stream which likewise comes from the mountains concerned with a northeast exposure and
a slope of 20 °, with a vegetation of rosetophyllous desert scrub in the highlands and microphyllous desert scrub in the lower parts of the
canyon.

summary

Landscape from Salto de Wasso.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Thelocactus bicolor, Salto de Wasso.

Turbincarpus valdezianus, Salto de Wasso.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora

Neolloydia sp. (eriosyceoides nom. prov.), Salto de
Wasso.
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Ariocarpus bravoanus ssp. hintonii, Salto de Wasso.

summary

Ariocarpus retusus 'furfuraceus', Salto de Wasso.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Description of the sites

Sierra La Trinidad
Núñez

It is a step between two mountain ranges,
the site consists of a rocky conglomerate, coming from the Sierra la Trinidad, which contains
high amounts of gypsum in the soil and rocks
of anhydrite in dissolution; the site slope is 15 °
with an east orientation and microphyllous desert scrub in which overcomes a forest of Yucca
filifera Chabaud. There is a gypsum mine, exhausting materials in large quantities.

summary

Here & below: landscapes from Núñez
Below right: Leucophyllum revolutum.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Ariocarpus bravoanus ssp. hintonii, Núñez.

summary

Astrophytum myriostigma, Núñez.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Thelocactus hexaedrophorus, Núñez.

Thelocactus hexaedrophorus, Núñez.

summary

Ariocarpus retusus 'elongatus', Núñez.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Glandulicactus uncinatus ssp. uncinatus, Núñez.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Pinguicula reticulata, Núñez.

Epithelantha greggii ssp. potosina, Núñez.

summary

Cumarinia odorata, Núñez.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Pozas de Santa Ana

Alluvial formed by a set of streams from the
mountains, the slope is between 20 ° and 30 °
with a northeast exposure with microphyllous
and rosetophyllous desert scrub as the slope
and increase of the stoniness.

Here & below: landscapes from Pozas de

summary

Santa Ana

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Neolloydia matehualensis, Pozas de Santa Ana.

Echeveria unguispina, Pozas de Santa Ana.

Astrophytum myriostigma 'nudum', Pozas
de Santa Ana.

Epithelantha greggii ssp. potosina, Pozas
de Santa Ana.

summary

Epithelantha greggii ssp. potosina, Pozas
de Santa Ana.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Epithelantha greggii ssp. potosina & Parthenium rollinsianum, Pozas de Santa Ana.

Thelocactus conothelos ssp. conothelos, Pozas
de Santa Ana.

Thelocactus hexaedrophorus, Pozas de Santa Ana.

en ro or
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Ariocarpus retusus & Thelocactus conothelos ssp.
flavus, Pozas de Santa Ana.

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora

summary
Turbinicarpus schwarzii, Pozas de Santa Ana.

Turbinicarpus schwarzii, Pozas de Santa Ana.

Turbinicarpus pseudopectinatus, Pozas de Santa Ana.

Turbinicarpus schwarzii, Pozas de Santa Ana.

en ro or
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Turbinicarpus schwarzii, Pozas de Santa Ana.

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora

summary

La Trinidad

The top of the mountain is consisting of large
amounts of gypsum and anhydrite, with a slope
of more than 45° and a southeast exposure,
rosetophyllous desert scrub and transition of
pinyon pine woodland vegetation type are present.

Landscapes from La Trinidad.

Agave striata, La Trinidad.

Agave flowers, La Trinidad.

summary

Free donkeys, La Trinidad.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Thelocactus conothelos ssp. flavus, La Trinidad.

Thelocactus conothelos ssp. flavus, La Trinidad.

Thelocactus conothelos ssp. flavus, La Trinidad.

summary

Thelocactus conothelos ssp. flavus, La Trinidad.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Neolloydia matehualensis & Ariocarpus retusus
'elongatus', La Trinidad.

Here & left: Neolloydia sp. (hebespina nom.prov), La
Trinidad.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Coryphantha echinoidea, La Trinidad.

Hexalectris grandiflora, La Trinidad

summary

Astrophytum myriostigma, La Trinidad.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Thelocactus conothelos ssp. argenteus,
La Trinidad; spine varition on a very limited range.

en ro or

Gypsophilous
Gypsophilousxeric
xericflora
fora
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Turbinicarpus pseudopectinatus, La Trinidad.

Rapicactua beguinii, La Trinidad.

Thymophylla pentachaeta, La Trinidad.

summary

Epithelantha greggii ssp. potosina, La Trinidad.
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Description of the sites

Sierra El Tablón

Guaxcamá
It is one of the parts of the mountains where
most of anhydrite is concentrated with areas
covered completely by gypsum, with a northeast exposure and a slope of 20 °, and consists
of submontane scrub and microphyllous desert
scrub in the form of extra desertic Mezquital
(Mezquite shrub land). Formerly a mining region where sulphur was extracted, now virtually
abandoned except for gypsum mines which still
exploit the mineral.
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Dasylirion longistylum.
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Pinguicula takakii, Guaxcamá.
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Ferocactus rafaelensis, Guaxcamá.
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San Rafael

Located on the inner side of the Sierra, it also
contains high amounts of gypsum and anhydrite rocks, the exhibition is the zenith being in
the top of the hill and the vegetation is purely a
sub-montane scrub.
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Tridax candidisima, a gypsophilous xeric species.
Above: Ariocarpus retusus ssp. scapharostroides
Halda & Horácek .
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El Tepozán

Located in the lower part of the Sierra, formed
by conglomerate limestone and anhydrite, with
a high concentration of gypsum in the substrate, the exposure is southwest and slope of
15 °, the vegetation is sub-montane scrub.
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The author and his team are preparing an area for
some species census and they are taking soil samples, for further studies.
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Turbinicarpus pseudopectinatus, Tepozan.
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Turbinicarpus laui, Tepozan.
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Conclusions:

The gypsiferous regions represent a unique niche
of endemism and speciation in the country, home
to a large number of extremophile species with
usually ornamental aptitude (Aztekium, Pinguicula) but also are species with other potential uses
(Krameria, Parthenium); the protection of these
sites around the country is an urgent need because on their permanence depend many species
of endemic flora being in constant threat, either
for grazing or use of materials and this does not
allow the viability of existing populations.
The survival of cacti and other xerophilous flora
in gypseous sites (calcium sulfate anhydrous / hydrated) appears to be closely related to the ability to exploit the water embedded in the gypsum
composition at the moment when part of the gypsum compounds enters the biogeochemical cycle
of sulfur and left in the ground calcium and water
molecules released upon weathering as well as by
other processes, such as mycorrhizal symbiosis or
other.
Likewise, these habitats are so selective, along
with salt and/or high in silica regions may have
had because of their peculiarities, a strong influence not only in the speciation of cacti, but also of
other species; as to the gypsophyllous-salt regions,
both kinds of species are found: gypsophytes and
gypsovags. However, it is difficult to distinguish
between these features because the complexity of vegetation, its adaptive features, resilience

and plasticity, this coupled with geological activity,
and even mechanisms of seed dispersal and biotic
relationships, hinder this understanding as each
species results in a new dilemma.
For example, some species (Genera Aztekium,
Echeveria, Pinguicula, Sedum, Turbinicarpus, etc.)
can be home grown without absolute presence of
gypsum but in habitat behave as strict gypsophyllous. However, these species are not in habitats
outside these sites with high concentrations of
gypsum/anhydrite, which shows that the species
is an optional gipsovag as long as no interspecific
competition or predation with older plants, other
species (Astrophytum myriostigma Lem., Echinocactus platyacanthus Link & Otto, Euphorbia antisyphilitica Zucc., Krameria cytisoides Cav.) are found
more cosmopolitan in the highlands, however can
be found in almost pure gypsum and in appearing
good physical shape.
The species that inhabit these regions are in
these sites mainly because of their capacity for
tolerance to adverse factors, achieving to settle
in places where interspecific competition is absent and not by exclusive need of the gypseous
soil chemical factors, but it might be that gypsisols have close relationship with mycorrhizal symbionts and others that favor the growth of these
species in those particular sites, so more research
is needed to elucidate this enigma that is becoming bigger, judging by the number of endemic species and the frequency of new discoveries.
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Echinocactus platyacanthus, Trinidad, different spination of the plants, due to the effects of the site,
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A cactus hike
through

Inferno

logue

Trave

Norbert Tóth - cactusdraco@gmail.com; Romanian translation by Alexandru Tar.

Photo: Máté Fehér.

summary

The author visited the inner area of the mountainous region in Michoacan for field research.
He could get into the area of the power plant
in Infiernillo with permission and surveyed the
Ferocactus population living there. Some of the
found Mammillaria specimens are unidentified
exactly till now.

Sunset over presa Infiernillo.
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All photos on this page by Máté Fehér.

3

1 - Images of the Pacific coast to the southeast of
Zihuatanejo, Guerrero State. 2 - Images of the Pacific coast to the southeast of Zihuatanejo, Guerrero
State. 3 - Images of the Pacific coast to the southeast of Zihuatanejo, Guerrero State.
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D

uring the endless hours, the weary traveller, after a few hundred
kilometres passed in a single
stage, is prone to some mild exaggerations, especially if on the
road in the middle of the night
and tired after a momentarily refreshing bath in the quiet ocean.
- We have only little left and reach Acapulco –
with these words I may comfort my colleague
Máté, who, under the eyelids getting heavier, was
distrusting the great darkness that settled down
beyond the windshield. The low traffic road hides
many surprises for the tired driver, taking up, in-

stead, with all those concerned with mugging. In
Europe, the roads are occasionally hastily crossed
by stray cats and dogs. In Mexico things are quite
different. In the best case cows, horses and donkeys graze peacefully on the roadside, unless they
post themselves in the middle of the road, as a
statue; in the middle of the night, between bushes, they can occur anytime, even huge meter long
lizards, suicidal crossing the road. Not even the ultimate creation of nature – the innate driver, who
demonstrates every time he considers enough to
see something, not being at all interested in what
others see, and who gives not too much on traffic
rules, about whose written existence I started to
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Arriving at Infiernillo.

have doubts, after a time. The neglected status of
vehicles was demonstrating both poverty and indifference. It is considered normal for a vehicle to
have only one functional headlight, even if it is directed elsewhere or is flickering like a candle. For
the owner is very proud that the vehicle has one,
more or less functional, but most important is that
the car stays on the road. These ghost drivers appear magically with their cars in front of you, while
trying to conform to the known rules and used in
other parts of the world, succeeding at best only to
confuse you with the unique "functional" headlight
or bringing you close to a heart attack. Having part
of several such meetings that night we decided to

keep cool and I stopped some 50 km before arriving to Acapulco. I did not note the name of the village where on a building frontispiece reigned the
proud inscription ”MOTEL”. I pressed decided on
the doorbell without taking into account the limbo
between night and dawn. After a short wait, that
still seemed to be an eternity, a sleepy middleaged man appeared with a traditional hat on his
head. At the same time we would have expected
him to chase us, but with a huge smile he invited us in, showed us our future room that looked
clean, with a simple furniture. He was very helpful,
helped us carrying the luggage chattering in one of
which I understood almost nothing. We have "be-
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1 - Ferocactus lindsayi with extra long spines. 2 - Young
Ferocactus lindsayi, some 10 cm wide. 3 - Arriving at
Infiernillo.

Photo: Máté Fehér.

3

friended" quickly, based on this friendship barely
able to host him out of the room. We ate quickly
something, shook off the sand beach from us and
fell both in bed. We slept more than in other occasions, probably due to the nocturnal adventures,
the 5-6 hours' sleep seemed to pass like in a minute.
The sun was already high above our heads
when we left going to Acapulco. The landscape
was starting to change, true coconut palm forests
appeared and among the huge leaves, nuts of considerable size could be seen. It was normal, but as
a driver I started to worry about, from the moment
palms began to approach the roadside and in far-

ther places to bend over with the fruits moving
energetically and threateningly in the breeze. The
thought of such a nut could land at any moment,
gravity driven, on the car’s windshield started to
prepare in us the adrenaline bomb that we actually didn’t want. While getting closer to the city even
signs of civilization began to appear, primarily by
the growing number of retailers offering especially
products made from coconut.
Acapulco is the largest city of the Guerrero
state. The number of inhabitants is approaching
one million but given that it is a busy tourist centre
throughout the year we can quietly say that this
number goes well over a million people. Despite
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Sunset over Presa Infiernillo.

the excellent reputation of the place we did not
want to spend too much time here though the
temptation to leave the spike’s on their own fate
and instead enjoy holiday possibilities offered here
was very large. I assume that most normal people
would have done so but in our case the passion
for cacti and the desire for exploration were on the
winning side. Our plan was to find as quickly "Via
Corta", which meant basically a shortcut. However, Jakatekutli, god of the Aztecs travellers failed to
take us. Perhaps he was busy with other people at
a party somewhere in another region of Mexico,
with Tlalok, the rain god, so that on a heat that almost melted the asphalt I hit the city centre in the

area open to the oceanfront. With the exception
of the beach, the oceanfront displayed gorgeous
yachts lined up in obediently quiet water. With a
not so busy traffic we would have probably managed to fully enjoy the scenery. I was trying to navigate carefully and especially without visible tracks
on my car though the vehicle drains flowing in all
directions. While stopped at the red traffic lights
I was asking locals wondering how to get out of
this metropolitan chaos. I received many explanations in Spanish, accompanied by habitual jesting,
of which I understood nothing, however. We got
the idea, excellent at first glance, to search the
map for a city that was to fall into the road and
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1 - Columnar cactus forest in Sierra Madre del Sur.
2 - Coconut palm plantation along the way. 3 - A photo
in the family album "Barrel Cacti".

Photo: Máté Fehér.
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asked the locals how to get there. Our choice has
gone on the village of Zihuantanejo. But it turned
out to be a very uninspired choice and we made a
lot of problems from the outset. For the first time
as I pronounced the name of the village I noticed
the capture and the amazement of the asked. The
same thing happened with the next asked passers,
until a more thawed man realized that our Spanish is quite poor and we quickly learned how to
correctly pronounce the name of the village. We
also were advised by him how to get to our destination but the indications proved to be wrong.
We asked passers-by in vain, this time pronouncing the name correctly, most did not know how

to get there or have never heard of it but we also
got wrong indications. After an hour of asking all
left-right I began to feel nauseous whenever to
pronounce the village name. It was well past noon
when, we do not know how, woke on the exit lane
of the main road Mex 200. We were heeding the
signs and pray no deviation occurs, to put us back
in the metropolitan chaos. Fortunately there was
no deviation so we already were heading northwest, quietly. Slowly the heavy traffic and high
mountains disappeared, being replaced by lower
hills, where the road was sneaking. From time to
time, on the left appeared the Pacific Ocean, like
a caress offering soul morning after the traumatic
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1, 2 & 3 - The red fruits of Ferocactus lindsayi.
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experience. It was lined with idyllic landscapes,
endless white sand beaches, blue skies, palm trees
swayed by a pretty strong wind. But tourists were
missing, and so the bustle. The few fishermen who
live their life in those places, they have no blame
for their absence, nor for the strong wind, but
blame instead the poor infrastructure. However,
those fishermen, ordinary people, probably do not
know what kind of wealth sits around them. But
looking at things with "fresh eyes" it would be better if they stay for as long, in their natural beauty.
I cannot help but remember the "great sea" of my
country, the Balaton Lake, which reached a real
battleground with fighting for every inch of still

free ground, villas already forming a real fence
around the lake whose water surface constantly
decreasing due to foolish improvements. I know
you cannot compare the two countries surface
wise but seeing the ocean shore stretched my bitter memory to come to mind.
Since our morning adventures we were out of
the planned schedule, so we decided to recover
the lost time by choosing the toll motorway towards Michoacan. Then we became aware that
even that was not a very good choice since we
could not find there any highway exit towards
the sought town or even a safe stopping place. I
prayed to myself to find out the exit to Infiernillo,
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Old Ferocactus lindsayi specimens.

a town located near the dam, around which we
planned the exploration of the region and the
first stopping point. However, out of nowhere, it
appears a green billboard indicating the exit to
the sought town. Well, the small village has only
one street, full of potholes, with some old houses,
small, probably all for the workers on the dam.
At the end of the street we came across a closed
barrier, which did not surprise us, we expected
that. We were instead surprised by the incredulous guard with a gun on his hip, after he seriously
examined our passports, remaining indifferent to
our explanations that we want only to photograph
plants in nature, disappearing along in his cottage

with our documents. True, I was still advised not
to give anyone our papers, outside the authority representatives .... The minutes passed very
slowly increasing proportionally our anxiety until
after a quarter of an hour our man reappeared
and told us to wait quietly, and, without further
explanation, retreating back into his residence.
After a wait that seemed like an eternity we saw
an approaching cloud of dust and a jeep stopped
next to the keeper’s box. The uniformed person
from the jeep took our long wanted documents
from the hand of the keeper and, without getting
down from the car, waved us to follow him. After a
few hundred meters we reached a more accurate
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1 - Sierra Madre del Sur massif near Tepalcatepec in
Mihuacan. 2 - Old Ferocactus lindsayi with extra long
spinesi. 3 - Fruits and flower.
1
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Photo: Máté Fehér.
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building complex, a real royal castle compared to
what we saw previously. We were invited into a
spacious office where we met another uniformed
person, a nice guy, with a big smile on his lips. Unfortunately the conversation did not take place at
the level we hoped, the "boss’" English being well
inferior to our Spanish. Our English explanations
were in vain, we were trying to demonstrate what
wind brought us at the end of the world, in that
hidden corner of their country, but except for a little confused fatherly smile he had no other reaction. So we went to our Spanish, accompanied by
traditional jesting. We simply tried our officer to
understand that we were not terrorists or radical

environmental defenders willing to do anything to
support their ideas, we are simply amateurs and
we would like to photograph only some cacti in
nature. We considered unnecessary to explain the
concept of "cactus collector" in a place where this
plant is considered a sinful weed. Well, I thought
this time we were well understood but they explained to us by the same methods that we do not
have to go around the dam. The entire conversation would last a while, not knowing exactly who
what understood, until we spoke the almost magic
word "visnaga", a word used by Mexicans to label
all types of globular large cacti, some having the
shape of a water barrel. Finally, it seemed that we
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Like organ pipes.

began to be understood! The chief’s face brightened, but explained us, with regret, that he doesn’t
know in this area such kind of plants, just further
north. Here intervened in the discussion the guy
we took upon arrival at the barrier. He hinted that
he would know where such cacti are in this area.
It was our turn to brighten our faces, for the first
time I felt that there is a small chance to get close
to what we're looking in the area, Ferocactus lindsayi. Our hope surpassed all expectations when I
understood the chief’s explanations, instructing
his colleague to take us to the place he knew of,
but not be allowed to roam elsewhere. A warm
and friendly handshake ended the conversation

and endorsed the agreement.
We walked quickly getting to exit the cool corridor, being struck suddenly out from the hot sun
and heat, almost unbearable. It was about 3-4
o’clock in the afternoon, the heat reaching levels
well above 30 ° C. The "colleague" we were placed
in custody explained us how it goes: we leave our
car in the parking lot, taking with us only the most
necessary things and wait quietly until he returns
with his car. We came to believe what is happening
to us; besides we have got a guide, this includes
a car and a driver! And that wasn’t all! After a few
minutes he and the car appeared, the driver inviting us to climb into the back seat and still before
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1 - Rare globular cacti species, on steep rocky slopes.
2 - Unpleasant surprise during breakfast. 3 - Scorpion
seen up close.
1
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Photo: Máté Fehér.

Photo: Máté Fehér.

2

getting comfortable gave each one a small bottle
of really cold water. We did not get to taste the lifegiving liquid that our driver started whirlwind on
the beaten earth road, safely, like one who knows
where he wants to go. After several dangerous
curves, we passed a bridge and came to a valley,
where the right slope was rising high, a long way
up. Our driver stopped the car and after we came
down, he began to show us lingering the middle
of the slope that rose into the sky. At first I did not
notice anything except some dry "skeletons", rare,
bizarre forms of vegetation that seemed trying to
wake up from the ever sleep and a few scattered
rocks, smaller or larger. However, at one point my

eye was caught on a small most populous area,
seemingly still rocks, situated somewhere towards
the middle of the slope at the edge where I noticed
some spheres and some other larger and a bit
higher forms, greenish. My heart started beating
stronger, as what I saw from a distance it seemed
to be a Ferocactus colony. No words can describe
the feeling that came over me then. I was glad that
we managed to get up there, I was glad to be part
of a small group of collectors who was given the
chance to see them live, in nature, these splendid
plants. Our driver naively asked us if we wish to
climb closer to the plants or if it is sufficient to see
them from below. If we were not both already con-
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1 & 3 - Ferocactus lindsay specimens of Infiernillo,
growing directly on rock. 2 - Rare globular cacti species, on steep rocky slopes.

Photo: Máté Fehér.

3

vinced of the goodwill we could have resent this
question. But as it was, we answered simultaneously: Si señior!
We boarded the jeep that could easily handle
the steep ascent. By the middle of the slope we
stopped and the driver waved us to follow him.
The car remained in the road with the driver's
door wide open, as if it was somewhere in an enclosed courtyard, and we started walking through
the dry bushes to the little plateau we saw from
the valley. The dry vegetation, viewed from below,
was not so rare as it seemed at first. On the contrary, it was quite thick in many places being hard
to break through it. It was not easy to slip under

strong branches, sometimes full of spikes, as if
meant to take your eyes out. It followed another
challenge, a steeper portion, with slippery boulders in unstable intercession. Our guide, like his
car, is doing very well on this land when we started
to fall behind gasping and trembling knees, clinging to the branches and roots to ease the ascent.
Under the bushes began to appear the first globular cacti, it seemed at first as a southernmost variety of Mammillaria crinita subsp. crinita but we
did not have time and the opportunity to examine
it properly, nor was it blooming and we were already pretty slowcoaches compared to our driver.
Suddenly the bushes which for a while helped us
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1 - Enigmatic species of Mammillaria. 2 - Enigmatic
species of Mammillaria. 3 - The author at the time of
finding Ferocactus lindsay species.

Photo: Máté Fehér.
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climb ended and we found ourselves on a plateau
dominated by the steep cliffs and rocks that grew
exactly what we was looking for, Ferocactus lindsayi of different ages and sizes. We were simply
marvelled at the show! I was trying to approach
a specimen down the slippery slope of about 60
cm. I started to take pictures in a barbaric style.
I'm not hindered sometimes to slip a little bit on
the eroded slope; I did not mind that I received
quite spiky pokes from other smaller specimens
around me. How could something like that just to
annoy me there, when I was finally among my favourites! I could not believe I can touch them, or
see them so close in nature, the big brothers of a

species so rare in collections. After I calmed down
a little bit I looked closely around. After a superficial estimate I could consider this a population of
about 200 specimens of all ages. I saw there specimens of 1-2 cm in size, "teenager" fist sized plants,
some large as a handball ball which recently finished flowering, and old large specimens of 60-70
cm height. I was also lucky to photograph a flowering specimen but could not conclude if it was
a late or an early flowering. Most of the mature
dried flowers were being crowned with many red
fruit. Knowing the the rhythm of fruit production
in this Ferocactus species, I have found that flowering had to have had sometime in the autumn or
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Flowering Ferocactus lindsayi.

early winter. However, I noticed the emergence of
buds on several other specimens, which made us
suppose that there could also be a flourishing period during the spring, so twice a year. The sides
of old specimens, which could be even 100 years
old, were eroded and wooden, at few of them the
wavy short ribs were pressed creating the impression that they were deformed due to the considerable weight of the plant. The heavy grey spines
do not make the Ferocactus species great protagonists in any beauty contest but this little thing does
not bother the enthusiasts in this plant genus, one
of them being me. The platform seemed to be an
excellent space for this species, one could notice

how good they feel in terms of the available conditions. The health of the plants, their age diversity,
has filled us with hope about its future. The lack of
domestic herbivores in the area provided a guarantee for peaceful future, their presence in the
dam area being restricted, and the same for people. We would have stayed there for hours among
my favourites, but the driver, our guide, gestured
that we should go back. We did not want to abuse
his goodwill and friendship so reluctantly we had
to leave that place, following him back to the car.
I took in my mind a farewell to the plants, with
determination and relaxed seek to look for their
brothers spread further north and on the outer
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A typical, beautiful Ferocactus lindsay.

reaches of the Rio Balsas valley. On the way down
I admired few Stenocereus giants but once got in
the car we left this beautiful place.
Once back in the parking space we said goodbye
to the driver and guide, through a flurry of "Gracias!" and some dried cakes, brought from home,
which he welcomed. We passed the dam gate
without any problem and only ten minutes later
we were back on the motorway, on the way to the
northeast. The sun started to go down and in the
tranquil waters of the dam lake we saw a sunset
yet unseen. Our planned halt for the night was in
the town of Apatzingan where we arrived late in
the evening. This settlement is a lowland village,

with a developed agriculture, surrounded by large
plantations of oranges and mango. However, since
it is located off the main road the accommodation
possibilities are quite scarce. It took us nearly an
hour of drifting through the small town, boiling
in the night’s animation, like any self-respecting
Mexican village, until we managed to find a hotel. It was just a house floor. I asked at reception
for a room downstairs, moved by the thought of
not having to haul our bulky luggage upstairs. But
soon we realized that I made again a bad choice.
I started unpacking and my colleague Máté
asked:
- So I think we deserve a hearty dinner and cold
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1 - A small plant of Ferocactus lindsay. 2 - Old Ferocactus lindsayi specimens.
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Ferocactus lindsayi.
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1 - Enigmatic species of Mammillaria 4. 2 - Enigmatic
species of Mammillaria 1. 3 -Enigmatic species of
Mammillaria 3 .

beer?
- Of course, I replied as I got hungry myself.
At the street corner we found a small restaurant
where we were comfortably installed and ordered
corn flour pies stuffed with all sorts of miracles.
When we ordered the beer the host started to
apologize: because he sells directly on the street
he is not allowed to sell alcoholic beverages, in
Mexico being banned all alcohol sale in public
spaces. But he immediately found a solution by
sending one of the children who swarmed around
the store to buy a few cans of beer. This has solved
the problem, he could have the best excuse before
any control; he did not sell alcohol, the "gringo"

were the ones who brought it in, and we had what
to rinse our throats with, after dinner. We returned
to the hotel where we both fell into the bed and
got asleep at once.
Early in the morning I woke up at the frightened
cries of Máté:
- Get up old man, mouse sized cockroaches are
swarming here!
Awesome! In the evening we left our luggage
open and now, as it seemed, we had all the chances to haul with us a few uninvited guests to their
relatives in the northern regions. My friend did not
exaggerate at all when he claimed that the cockroaches are big as a mouse. I have not yet seen
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1 - Rare globular cacti species, on steep rocky
slopes. 2 - Our guide showed us from distance the
Ferocactus covered slopes. 3 - The dam lake on the
Rio Balsas.
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Photo: Máté Fehér.
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such large specimens. Fortunately they were as
fearful as their European relatives so I managed to
scatter them soon after I started to open up carefully our luggage, where I drove a few unwanted
guests as well.
After this stormy awakening I was the first - still
in slippers - to visit the bathroom. A visit that lasted
much less than I could imagine. Sitting quietly on
the king’s throne I noticed a strange shape on the
floor, with yellow and black spots. I was even more
surprised when it suddenly moved; I stared dumbfounded at the its tail with two claws pointing forward; these were just a few centimetres from my
leg! I tiptoed out of the bathroom, without losing

eye on our new guest and informed Máté, in a not
quite quiet tone, that we still have another guest.
He looked at me unreasonable, but after I showed
the bug, he spontaneously escaped a juicy curse
from home. It went to both our minds, however,
that we are lucky, and this creature was able to
roost in our luggage as the few bugs did and that
a thorough search through the luggage could end
up with a treatment at the hospital. "At least if it
could kill the other bugs" I thought after the terror
passed half through. We tried to get it out of the
room by using different the objects but without
success, we only managed to irritate it even more.
Eventually we remembered that we have some
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Pachycereus (Backebergia) militaris.
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Sometimes the hills are covered with trees of Pachycereus (Backebergia) militaris

Photo: Máté Fehér.

Sometimes the hills are covered with trees of Pachycereus (Backebergia) militaris

tweezers with us, as any normal cactus enthusiast. Finally, we managed to catch the beats and,
after an artistic portrait for the world to come, we
tracked it near the fence and let it go away. I could
not help but somehow to inform the owner of the
emergence of a scorpion. He understood exactly
what it was, but was not at all excited by my story,
as if it was something very common, perhaps an
additional service offered to guests. I asked if they

are really dangerous and he replied just shortly: A little bit.
I have not become happier of this answer, but
coming back to our room’s front door, I noticed a
few centimetres gap between the edge of the door
and the floor. Large enough for a rattlesnake to
pass without any problem. Story is we came out of
this lucky mishap in a place where even a village is
named after inferno (Infiernillo).
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An old age specimen of Ferocactus lindsayi with
offspring.
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T

wo new subspecies of Copiapoa
from remote areas of Chile are
described. All photos by the author.

Introduction

summary

The genus Copiapoa was erected
in 1922 by Britton and Rose in volume 3 of The Cactaceae, citing the type species
as Copiapoa marginata Salm-Dyck. The generic
name was derived from the Chilean province of
Copiapo, and initially included six species recognized by Britton and Rose. Copiapoas occupy a
specific ecological niche found in a defined area
of northern Chile and have adapted to exist in
those conditions. They occur nowhere else. The
regions where copiapoas are found receive very
little actual rainfall, and even when it does rain it
is irregular with perhaps years between the occasional downpours. Frequent fogs and mists
move inland off the sea and onto the coastal
hills, and copiapoas probably obtain most of
their moisture from these fogs. The plants are
well adapted to their environment and are able
to make use of this limited water source by having a wide, spreading network of roots near the
surface which can make use of the fogs which
have dampened the soil surface.
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1 - Habitat of Copiapoa coquimbana subsp. rubispina
Piombetti subsp. nov.. 2 - C. coquimbana, in habitat.
3 & 4 - C. coquimbana subsp. rubispina Piombetti
subsp. nov., in habitat.
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2

4

3

Many areas of the distributional range of the
genus Copiapoa are little explored from a botanical point of view. During the exploration of some
remote valleys, I found two very distinctive and interesting taxa, with a very limited distribution and
with low population counts. This article aims to
draw attention to the peculiarities of these plants.
Considering that both taxa I found:
• were morphologically different compared
to, respectively, Copiapoa coquimbana and C.
longistaminea;
• have an extremely limited distribution and occupy very small and well defined areas, disjunct from their respective, putative relatives;
• and have habitats that are rather distinctive
compared to C. coquimbana and C. longistaminea;
I believe that these taxa should be described as
new subspecies.

4.5–5cm longo, semper sursum verso. Summa cutis
est nitida, smaragdinea et sine pruina; plantarum
culmina sunt semper glabra et plane pilis nuda.
TYPE: Chile, Est Vallenar, Cerro Negro, in rocky
areas with dense xerophytic vegetation. 9 February 2013, Andrea Piombetti APT 930. Holotype
PESA.
Plant caespitose, at maturity up to 1m diameter,
bright green, with very small roots, initially fleshy.
Ribs 14–15, broad. Spines strong, ruby red, contrasting with the colour of the plant; one central
up to 5cm long, 4mm diameter, with 6 radials compressed against the body. Flowers pale yellow,
stronger coloured at the margins. Ovary 1.5cm,
cup-shaped, provided with flesh-coloured pink
scales. Seeds 2×1.5mm, black, shiny.

Differt a Copiapoa coquimbana aculeis purpureis,
admodum firmis et robustis, et spinis marginalibus
totum corpus tegentibus; aculeo centrali, usque ad

Habitat: Found above Vallenar (Antofagasta
region) in the eastern valleys, at altitudes of 650–
700m, in rocky places but with ample humus.
This plant shares some characters with C. coquimbana Britton & Rose, but it also shows many
morphological differences, as reported in the following table (Table 1)
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Piombetti subsp. nov.
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TABLE 1
Copiapoa coquimbana

Copiapoa coquimbana subsp. rubispina

Stem

Globular-cylindrical to elongatGlobular-depressed, clumping, clumps up to
ed, clumping when aged, clumps 80cm across, composed of 30 or more stems
40–50cm across (up to 80cm)

Epidermis

Dark green, covered by thick
bloom

Root
Spines
Flower

Shiny green

Fibrous

Fibrous

1 greyish-black central spine, 7–8
1 ruby red central spine, 6 ruby red radial
greyish-black radial spines
spines
Yellow, 2.5cm in diameter

Yellow with orange hue, 3cm in diameter

Plants

Dark green epidermis, dark grey
Shiny green epidermis, shiny and dark red
spines
spines

Ecology

Rocky hills covered with sparse
Rocky areas, with dense xerophytic vegetavegetation
tion which enriches the substrate with humus
from fallen leaves

Distribution

Widespread from Huasco to La
Very limited, Quebrada Jilguero, east of ValSerena
lenar

Population

Abundant everywhere

Specimens scarce

1

2

3

4
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1, 2 & 3 - Copiapoa coquimbana subsp. rubispina
Piombetti subsp. nov., in habitat. 4 - Flower of
C. coquimbana subsp. rubispina.
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1 - Habitat of Copiapoa longistaminea subsp. imperialis Piombetti subsp. nov.. 2 - C. longistaminea, in
habitat. 3 - C. longistaminea subsp. imperialis Piombetti subsp. nov., in habitat.

1
2

Copiapoa longistaminea
subsp. imperialis
Piombetti subsp. nov.

central spines 2, one directed downwards and the
other upwards, thus forming a letter 'V'; radial
spines 8, spreading, flattened to the body, amberyellow to dark brown; areoles woolly, pale to deep
yellow, set above tubercles. Flowers pale yellow,
2–2.5cm diameter, with short and fleshy perianth
segments. The plant often flowers almost entirely
hidden underground, in more or less dense, sandy
soil, into which the long divided root penetrates.
Ovary spherical, flattened, 1cm diameter. Seeds
small, brownish, 1×1mm.

TYPE: Chile, Antofagasta, Nord Esmeralda, Bahia
Balenita on degraded granite rocks and screes. 28
January 2013, Andrea Piombetti APT 570. Holotype PESA.

Habitat: Degraded granitic rocks and screes
above Esmeralda (Antofagasta region) in the
northern plains.

Copiapoa imperialis differt a longistaminea corpore
minore, numquam proliferanti, aculeis luteis
(brunis vel nigris in longistaminea) et longioribus
(usque ad 3–3.5cm. vel magis, 1.5–2cm. tantum in
longistaminea), radice napiformi (subtili et paululum
carnosa in longistaminea), staminibus brevioribus
quam in longistamineae flore et numquam insuper
prominentibus.

summary

3

Plant mostly solitary, dark brownish-green,
with a waxy, ashy-grey surface; rootstock turnipshaped; mature stem 15–25cm diameter, flattened, never more than 14–18cm high. Ribs 14–16,

During the exploration of some granitic screes
in a remote valley, I found a Copiapoa which resembles Copiapoa longistaminea, but there are
some easily noticeable distinctive characteristics,
as reported in the following table (Table 2)
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TABLE 1
Copiapoa longistaminea

Copiapoa longistaminea subsp. imperialis

Stem

Globular, then columnar, clumpGlobular-depressed, 15–18cm in diameter,
ing with age. Clumps up to 1m never clumping
across

Epidermis

Dull green with ashy coloured
bloom

Root

Dark brownish-green with ashy bloom

Fibrous

Taproot

Spines

3–5 radial spines, 0–1 central
7–8 radial spines, tight to the stem, 1 central
spines, blackish-brown
spine orange-yellow, erect

Flower

Yellow with stamens erect and
Pale yellow, stamens short and lower than
very long, overtopping the corolla the corolla

Plants

Cylindroid, erect. Epidermis dark
Globose. Epidermis brownish-green. Spines
green. Spines erect
tight to the stem

Ecology

Rocky hills, often sympatric with
Degraded granitic rocks and scree slopes,
Copiapoa grandiflora, fertile hy- with very low humus or associated xerophytes,
brids are common
eg Eriosyce rodentiophila

Distribution

Widespread from Chifuncio to
Very limited, restricted to a single valley north
Esmeralda
of Esmeralda, Antofagasta region

Population

Adult plants numerous, young
plants rare

Specimens scarce

1

2

3

4
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1, 2 & 3 - Copiapoa longistaminea subsp. imperialis Piombetti subsp. nov., în habitat. 4 - Flower
of C. longistaminea subsp. imperialis.
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nlike Italy, where only the
Easter Monday is holiday,
most Mexicans are allowed
to take the entire Holy Week
off, so I took the opportunity
to spend it with my Mexican
friends, going up and down
the hills, looking for cacti. Having been on field trips together several times
now, we didn't even bother to prepare a plan;
we just agreed that we would meet on Saturday
morning as early as possible.
Unfortunately one of them wasn't given the
permission to take the entire week off at the
last minute, so I asked the remaining friend
to join me in San Miguel de Allende, so I could
sleep a little longer and recover from the transatlantic flight and agreed with the other one
that he would join us one of the following days..

The
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Mexico--part
part I
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1 - Habitat of Mammillaria perezdelarosae ssp.
andersoniana. 2 - Mammillaria perezdelarosae ssp.
andersoniana.
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March 27 – From Ciudad de México to
San Miguel de Allende, Guanajuato

My flight from London Heathrow landed almost
on time at about 19 o'clock. The Customs procedure was reasonably fast, or perhaps I got used
to it and it doesn't seem that long any more. With
the pesos left from my previous trip I bought the
ticket to Querétaro. The bus left at 20 o'clock and it
took four hours do cover the 220 km to Querétaro,
one hour and a half just to do the 30 km out of
Mexico City. Luckily, I arrived on time to catch the
next bus to San Miguel De Allende, where I arrived
at 1 o'clock.
The Holy week in Mexico - part I

March 28 – From Miguel de Allende to
Zacatecas, Zacatecas (581 km)

I drove to the Terminal de Autobuses to collect
my friend. After making some provisions, we left
San Miguel at 11 o'clock and headed east to the
Highway 57, and then north to the city of San Luis
Potosí. At a certain point along the link road that
bypasses the city, a brand new ring road connects
to the Highway 49 to Zacatecas. Before arriving at
Salinas Hidalgo, we left the Highway 49 and turned
south in direction of Aguascalientes, finally stopping not far from Villa Garcia. The sky was very
cloudy and it seemed we would be soaked very
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soon, but luckily it didn't rain. But it had rained
earlier, since the plant we were looking for, was
often submerged. Right on the top of a rocky
hill, a pink rock covered by lichens, in shallow pockets where some humus accumulates
(fig.1), or in little cracks in the rock, we found
Mammillaria perezdelarosae ssp. andersoniana
in fairly large numbers (fig.2). Nothing else was
growing with it, except the occasional Mammillaria crinita, while a little below, still in a rocky
ground, but with more soil, there were some
yuccas, dasylirions, opuntias, etc.
We left the scene still dry and headed to Zacatecas, where we arrived at about 20 o'clock.
Despite there was a Cultural Festival in those
days, we found a hotel near the centre very
easily, parked in front of the hotel, had a quick
dinner, and finally walked to the main square
(fig.3), where an orchestra was playing. I seem to
remember that they were playing film themes,
but maybe I was just too tired. It wasn't long
when we decided to go to sleep.
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4 - Habitat of Echinocereus pamanesiorum and
Coryphantha tripugionacantha. 5 - Echinocereus
pamanesiorum. 6 - Habitat of Mammillaria roemeri.
7 - Mammillaria roemeri.

March 29 – From Zacatecas to Durango,
Durango (683 km)

We left the hotel at 7 o'clock and took the Highway
45 to Durango. Once at Fresnillo we took a 150 km
detour, in south-west direction, to San Juan Capistrano. We briefly stopped at a scenic overlook near
Puente Tepetatita (fig.4), at the border between
Zacatecas and Jalisco. We had stopped here in
2012 to take pictures of the panorama and found
Echinocereus pamanesiorum (fig.5) and Coryphantha tripugionacantha (fig.8) by accident. San Juan
Capistrano is known as the locality of an Echinocereus grusonii closely related plant. There are only
two known populations actually, the other one is

close to San Rafael de las Tablas, still in Zacatecas,
and are 500 km far, as-the-crow-flies, from the
type population. However we weren't here to see
that plant, since we had already seen it in 2012.
We took an unpaved road, and after some kilometres, we stopped in the middle of a plain (fig.6),
where, well mimicked amongst white pebbles, we
found Mammillaria roemeri (fig.7). Undoubtedly it
would have been much easier to find if it were in
flower. Unfortunately along the road we suffered
our first mishap, which was entirely my fault. After
last year's flat tyre in the middle of nowhere, and
with only a small spare wheel on our rented vehicle, I have bought a second spare wheel for my an-
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8 & 8 bis - Coryphantha tripugionacantha.

cient Jeep Cherokee, but, stupid me, I piled the
two wheels in the trunk. After a few bumps, the
wheel on top pushed the rear window out of its
place, and the window fell on the ground, breaking in a thousand pieces. At that point we were
too concentrated on our search to be bothered
by this little problem, so we continued looking
for our plant, which wasn't too far luckily.
After taking many pictures, we returned on
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the main road, the car quickly filling with dust,
until we found a junk-yard (yonke), where we
found not one, but two Jeep Cherokee wrecks,
and were able to replace the rear window for
500 pesos + 500 pesos work, tip included.
We then continued our journey, and after
about 400 km we arrived to Durango City at
about 21 o'clock, found a hotel near the centre
and went to dinner.
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9

9 - Habitat of Echinocereus adustus ssp. roemerianus. 10 - Echinocereus pamanesiorum. 11 - Habitat of
Mammillaria saboae ssp. roczekii. 12 & 13 - Mammillaria saboae ssp. roczekii..

11

12

March 30 – From Durango to Hermenegildo Galeana, Durango (118 km)

summary

10

13

We left the hotel at about 8:30 o'clock, and headed
north, along the Highway 45. At El Carmen y Anexos we turned west in direction of the sierra. The
road wasn't too bad initially, but when we started
to climb the sierra, it became rather rocky and
quite challenging. That didn't prevent us to look
around, well, my friend was looking around actually, I couldn't take my eyes away from the road
and near the top; however, he saw some pink dots
(fig.9). We stopped the car, and found many flowering Echinocereus adustus ssp. roemerianus growing on bare rock (fig.10), together with Mammillar-

ia papasquiarensis. Just above them, we could see
the first pine trees. We continued on the horrible
road, and after a while the descent started. Very
soon we stopped again, because I wanted to take
pictures of the panorama (fig.11). The type of rock
looked the same, and in fact we found the same
echinocereus and the same mammillaria plants.
However, this time there was another dweller:
Mammillaria saboae ssp. roczekii (fig.12). That was
our goal of the day and we had reached it well before the expected point.
Since two of the roczekii plants were about to
flower, but their buds were still closed, we stayed
there for a while. We shouldn't have wasted that
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14 - Mammillaria longiflora.

time, since we found them again and again, mostly
in flower.
After a few kilometres we stopped again and
we split as we climbed a rocky hill. Near the hilltop, under bushes, I found Mammillaria longiflora
(fig.14), while my friend, a little below, found the
first Mammillaria senilis growing over a boulder
amidst pine trees. We finally reached the hilltop,
where we saw a nice clump of Mammillaria senilis
and Mammillaria saboae ssp. roczekii again (fig.13),
this time with flowers fully open.
At this point we had made our day, and we decided to take the long route to return to the highway, rather than doing the same road we came
from. This proved to be a bad decision, since we
wasted a lot of time taking wrong or closed roads.
Even worse, at a certain point the car stopped. The
engine was running but the car wasn't moving, and
the smell of burnt oil was a clear indication of serious problems: we had lost all the transmission oil.
A quick check revealed that the transmission oil
circuit, made in copper, had been damaged, probably while we were driving along the awful road.
Being so far from any city or village, I thought
that was the end of life for my ancient Cherokee,
since the cost of recovery, even if we would find
somebody willing to recover it, would probably be
higher that the car's value. We had to abandon it!

We collected our stuff and started to walk towards
the nearest ranch, but first I took a last picture of
the poor car, thinking I would never see it again
(fig.15).
Here I must digress a little. We often read about
terrible acts of violence occurring in Mexico, perpetrated both by organized crime (narcos) and
certain corrupt police. You never know who's corrupt, and who isn't. Sometimes we read about
similar things occurring in other Countries for that
matter, but luckily I never found myself in dangerous situations in any parts of the world. However,
what I do have found in Mexico, that I have never
found anywhere else, is people, perfect strangers,
that are willing to go to a great extent to help you,
even if this means a lot of hassle for them, and this
has occurred to me more than once, and in different parts of Mexico.
After walking some kilometres we arrived at the
ranch, where we found two guys, two herdsmen
(rancheritos) that, after inflating the tyres with
a manual pump, as evidently they weren't using
their car very often, took us down to the nearest
village, along the very same awful road we had
come from in the morning.
At the village we bought the transmission oil,
two tube clamps (abrazadoras), and some provisions.
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15 - Adio Jeep Cherockee!
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Finally they took us back to their ranch, where
we arrived at night, then they warmed up a few
tortillas on a stone plate and offered some
cheese, that we gulped in no time, as well as a
room for the night, that promised to be rather
cold, at 2600 m altitude. They told us that electricity had recently arrived, after the Government installed some solar panels and large batteries.
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16 - Postcard picture of Paso de Coneto, habitat of
Mammillaria theresae. 17 - Mammillaria theresae.
18 - Epithelantha pachyrhiza ssp. elongata.
16

17

summary

March 31 – From Hermenegildo
Galeana to Saltillo, Coahuila (859 km)

18

The following day, early in the morning, they took
us back to the Cherokee, and my friend, that luckily had been working as an apprentice mechanic
when he was studying, cut away the damaged
piece of copper tube and joined the two segments
with a plastic tube and the two clamps.
We returned from the same road, this time driving a bit more slowly, and stopped again at the first
place where we saw Mammillaria saboae ssp. roczekii for the first time, more for letting the engine
cool down than for looking at the plants. This time
however we looked on the opposite (and uphill)
side of the road, since the type of rock was exactly

the same, and found it in large numbers, almost all
of them in flower.
We then started the descent along the terrible
road, and managed to get to the highway, and finally to Durango City, where we got the transmission oil circuit properly fixed.
How we did it, without melting the plastic tube,
is a mystery, or a miracle if you prefer.
You would think that after this adventure we
would stay quiet for a day or two, but we phoned
our friend instead, whom we had previously advised that there might be delays, and confirmed
that we would pick him up at the bus station in
Saltillo at 5 o'clock in the morning.
Since it was just half past one in the afternoon
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when we were back on the road again, we decided to do a quick detour to Coneto de Comonfort, where we arrived one hour and a half later.
It's been a long-time dream for me to visit Paso
de Coneto (fig.16) the type locality of Mammillaria theresae (fig.17). We found it rather quickly; despite it wasn't in flower, due to the fact
that it was fairly close to the road, and in good
numbers. We also found Echinocereus polyancistrus (fig.19) and Mammillaria longiflora again.
This was our first and last cactus hunt of the
day. We then drove without interruptions, except once to fill the tank, for 658 km, arriving to
Saltillo at 1 o'clock in the morning. We even got
a discount at the hotel, since it was so late.

19 & 19 bis - Echinocereus polyacanthus.
19 bis

summary

19
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Kaktus Selskab
1965-2015
(NKS)
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&
s
Event

Hanna E. Hansen & Erik Holm; English translation by Hanna E. Hansen

summary

Nordisk Kaktus Selskab

This paper is an extract from the paper published in the periodical of Nordisk Kaktus Selskab – Kaktus og andre sukkulenter – in March 2015. The author is Hanna E. Hansen, chairman of the society during the years 2006-2014. The present
paper is an abbreviated version revised for translation by the
present chairman Erik Holm & translated into English by Hanna E. Hansen.
Nordisk Kaktus Selskab 1965-2015
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N

KS was established in 1965
but it is not the first Danish
society concerning cactus.
In the periodical no. 3, July
1987, a former member of
the society, Georg A. Sydow,
has written a paper showing
an advertisement for “Dansk
Kaktus-Selskab” founded in 1932 by count F. M.
Knuth. This count was a great collector of cactuses and the author of several books – included one with co-author Curt Backeberg. This old
advertisement tells that as soon as the number
of members grows large enough a Danish periodical shall be published. The yearly fee was
6 Danish crowns (a little less than1 euro). Unfortunately the number of prescribed members
seemed never to reach that level.
My personal experience concerning NKS
began in 1972.

summary

Add for the predecessor of Nordisk Kaktus Selskab.
The add is from the 1930’ies. Logo aniversary 2015.
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Cover of our first magazine ”Kaktus”. Cover from
1968.

The beginning was no success. I had found the
address of the chairman of that time, B. Kreuzer Hansen who had translated into Danish “Das
prachtische Kakteenbuch in Farben” by W. Haage.
In the early spring I wrote a letter and applied for
membership, and I also paid the membership fee,
25 Danish crowns (about 3.50 euro). Then nothing
happened for several weeks. Now I – being a poor
student – was worried if my money had been lost,
and therefore I wrote a postcard asking very cautiously and politely, if my application and my money had reached them. Some weeks later my postcard was returned to me with a short note: There
had been no time to take care of such things. Later
I did receive a letter containing nos. 1 & 4 (January
& March from 1972. And that was all.
I really think that I had given up NKS altogether,
if not one day in August a postcard had come. The
hard-core members Martha and Otto Forum Sørensen invited me to join the “Sjællandskredsen”
(Seeland circle), a local subsection of NKS. I was
invited to an “open house” arrangement at the
collection of Frans Laursen, another experienced
collector. That visit was my first meeting with a
real, large collection of cactus, and I was caught

for good.
However the society did not seem to work very
well. I was not the only one who had thought that
the board of the society was inefficient, and in the
year of 1973 “Sjællandskredsen” called on all the
members they could reach for a general assembly. The society was re-established, the rules were
changed, and Frans Laursen elected chairman.
Since then the rules of NKS have been practically
unchanged until the general assembly in 2013: the
advantages of the increased use of IT in general
made changes necessary.
Beside the society, Nordisk Kaktusselskab, local
subgroups were established. Nowadays only two
remains – one for the Copenhagen area and one
in Jutland. But in the 1980-ties five subgroups existed in Denmark, besides one in Schleswig, two in
Sweden, two in Norway, and one in Finland. More
than 900 members were registered, including five
members in Japan. Those were the days. In 1993,
the total number of members was only 659.
In the year 1990 NKS could celebrate the 25th
anniversary, and it was celebrated by means of
colour photographs in the periodical. Well, the
economy did allow only a few pages with colour
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First chairman, B. Kreutzer Hansen in his greenhouse.

photographs and in only one periodical. This was
a disappointment for many. At that time the PC,
and IT was not yet invented, and the periodical
was created in the good old-fashioned way. The
photos were delivered to the printing-house as
paper-pictures or slides. A preprint was sent to the
NKS-editor who was then able to state that plant
names in Latin and the compositor in the printing
house was no good match. Of course at that time
everything had to be sent by mail – with the constant fear that something might get lost.
After 1997 all photos in the periodical were colour photographs. The yearly fee then rose from
175 Danish crowns (about 23 euro) to 250 Danish crowns (about 34 Euro). Thus members living
in the outskirts of Denmark or in other countries
would get only the four periodicals for this fee. Not
surprisingly the number of members dropped. It
should be noted, though, that this could also partly be due to the fact that collection and cultivation
of cactus has been of varying interest during time.
However, true fanatics do pay for the sharing of
the good fellowship.
A yearly event has been the cactus excursion, a
long week-end in the month of May. With the exception of one year – the excursion then was in
England – the tour has been by coach to a number
cactus markets in the Netherlands and Belgium.

Those excursions have been a ruinous success for
the participants. The everlasting problem with too
little room for the plants, (common for all cactusfanatics), manifests itself clearly when the newly
bought treasures must be packed for the hometransport. As a matter of fact some buyers have
sometimes been forced to travel home carrying an
especially dear specimen on their lap.
Those excursions to other countries and cactus
markets as well as the yearly meeting for the general assembly, and the meetings in the subgroups
were the only good possibilities to procure specimens which could not just be bought in the local
flower shops. Nowadays the use of IT makes it
possible to buy the plants without difficulty.
The yearly assembly has been held in different
parts of Denmark, with the exception of one year
– 1986 – when the meeting took place in Schleswig
arranged by Hans Keil. For many years the meeting began Saturday morning and ended Sunday
afternoon. Both days illustrated talks were given,
and visits to nearby nurseries and private collections were arranged besides sale and exchange of
plants among the members. Later the members
began to take leave already on Saturday evening,
and the participation on Sundays became rather
poor. Nowadays the meetings are held only on
Saturdays, and those who wish to stay overnight
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1
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1 - The Levende Hobby Show in Herning was made in cooperation with the
local bird society and the fish enthusiasts of the town and it was an annual
show in the beginning of the 1980’ies. In 1982 the town Herning celebrated
its birthday and we made this crest with the use of a lot of cacti. 2 - Nordic
Cactus Society and its branches has participated in many shows and exhibitions through the years. 2 bis - Cleistocactus strausii and the Little Mermaid
was a crowd-puller in a show in Copenhagen to the delight of some and the
chagrin of other. 3 & 3 bis - Frans Laursen and Nilaus Jensen. Frans was chairman 1975-77, and Nilaus Jensen published the small book Kaktus in 1968. 4
- Bjarne Kjempff, who was our editor for some years and Peter Brandt Petersen who was our chairman for quite a few years studying succulents probably at Ernst Specks. 5 - Tour planner Peter Brandt Petersen (middle) studying
plants at nursery Klein Mexico. Peter was our chairman 1978-94.
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2

1 - Shopping line at Gebr. De Herdt in Belgium in the early
1990’ies. 2 - Ib Holm, Viborg war tour arranger for quite a few
years. Ib was also an expert of packing the bus, making sure
there were room for bags and more important boxes of plants.
3 & 4 - In the 1980’ies we started a tradition with shopping tours
abroad. First time it was a tour to England, but since that the
tours have gone to Holland, Belgium and connecting parts of
Germany. In the beginning the tours were annual, but now only
biannual. The number of participants have varied between 30
and 45. Last tour was in 2015.

summary

3

4

may make visits on the following Sunday. Nowadays also locals are invited to join the session of
sale of plants. New members are always wished
for.
Many of the cactus nurseries visited during the
last century no longer exist. Many of the members
who reorganized the NKS in 1973 are no longer
among us, and those who were then young and
enthusiastic are now old and weather-worn. Hopefully, the new, electronic minded generations are
willing to carry on the traditions.
To-day you may find answers to your questions
by IT on the different home-pages, especially the
home-page of NKS. This home-page has existed
since 2008, and even if the number of visitors is
less than wished for, it can be called a success.
Also an electronic edition of our periodical can be
read, and a new alternate possibility is the “electronic membership”, which allows admission to
visit all parts of the homepage and which is much
cheaper than the alternative with which a printed

periodical is delivered. Now the number of members is again increasing. The cactus-excursions are
now only every other year, and may be they are
soon to disappear completely.
The number of cactus nurseries within a suitable distance from Denmark is decreasing, and
the chance of buying what you want through the
internet is getting more and more easy especially
within the EU.
The internet is now part of most peoples’ life,
and to acquire new members this must be considered. For that reason we aim at the members to
make use of our home-page and Facebook. Our
increasing number of members shows that this
has been worthwhile. The periodical alone is no
longer sufficient to keep the members. Younger
generations are using the internet, and so must
NKS.
In this the year of our jubilee celebration, NKS
wants to invite everybody who is interested to create a free profile in our homepage.
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E

cheveria chihuahuaensis.
This beautiful plant is without
question one of the best kept secrets from the Sierra Madre Occidental, it is a plant not so commonly seen in the field, usually
because it inhabits places that are
not easy accessible and sometimes these places are far from civilization. On
the other hand, as they are small plants, if the
hiker does not pay attention they will go unseen for the untrained eye easily.
The population that we speak of in this article is located near the town of Baborigame,
Municipality of Guadalupe y Calvo, Chihuahua,
México. Here Echeveria chihuahuensis is sympatric with Mammillaria senilis, Mammillaria montensis, Echinocereus scheeri, E. aff chaletii, Sedum
aff fuscus and, among others, with Agave poliantiflora.
Echeveria
A Night
chihuahuensis
in the Desert
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These plants grow in pine-oak forests in this
locality in very humid and rocky places. Generally they are found near little streams or creeks,
growing on the vertical steep rocks, that are
adjacent to the creeks, where plants tend to
form colonies, it also grows on the top of those
big rock formations with abundant organic
matter, lichen, and mosses, although they can
also be found growing in big groups on the forest floor, where shade may be provided by the
big trees surrounding the colonies, those trees
may also provide more organic matter and debris that serve as substrate and nutrients for
the plants. Roots adhere to this organic soil
and to the walls of the rocks which work as a
support for the plant.
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Echeveria chihuahuaensis, growing
on the vertical steep rocks.
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Echeveria chihuahuensis, growing among lichen and
moss.
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Echeveria chihuahuaensis & Mammillaria senilis.

summary

Color may be variable according to
the place where the plants are growing
or the time of the year, if it is fully or
partially exposed to sunlight, among
other factors. Being that color from
live green with purple tones on the
rosettes, going to pink, yellow, or light
brown. Leaves are arranged in rosette
with symmetrical or concentric shape
that may vary in number of leaves and
in size, usually not over 10 cm wide
and 5-8 cm in height. depending on
the age and disponibility of substrate
and nutriments of each plant. Floral
scape can protrude several centimeters above the plant itself, flowers are
small orange or pink, pointing down,
and thus the floral scape bends down
near the leaves
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It is noteworthy that Echeveria chihuahuaensis is not under any protection status by the NOM-059-SEMARNAT-2010.
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alien Agavaceae
on the
Mediterranean coast
of the

Iberian Peninsula

Jordi LÓPEZ-PUJOL*, Daniel GUILLOT ORTIZ** & Piet VAN DER MEER***

summary

* Institut Botànic de Barcelona (IBB-CSIC-ICUB). Passeig del Migdia, s/n, 08038 Barcelona, Spain
** Jardín Botánico, Universidad de Valencia. C/ Quart 82, 46008 Valencia, Spain
*** Camino Nuevo de Picaña s/n, 46014 Valencia, Spain

Agave ingens var. picta.

Turbinicarpus pseudopectinatus
Alien Agavaceae
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T

he genus Agave in the alien flora
of the Iberian Peninsula.
The genus Agave L. has about 200
species naturally distributed from
the United States to Venezuela, including the Caribbean region (Reveal & Hodgson, 2002; Good-Avila
et al., 2006). Most of the described
species are, however, native to Mexico (ca. 75%),
with most of these (ca. 69 %) being endemic to
the country (Eguiarte et al., 2013). Agave plants
have been used for a long time, mainly with alimentary, medicinal, and industrial uses (e.g. as a
fibre plant); as a food, archaeological remains indicate that Agave was already present in the diet
of the Mesoamericans some 9000 years ago (Callen, 1965; Gentry, 1982). The genus is cultivated
worldwide in tropical, subtropical, and temperate
regions. It is often naturalized, and sometimes become invasive (e.g., Badano & Pugnaire, 2004).
In the Iberian Peninsula, numerous taxa of the
genus Agave have been cited as alien. Although
most of them have a known area of distribution,
others are only known from cultivation, and even
some have been described from specimens cultivated in European gardens (e.g. Agave gonzaloi;
Guillot & Meer, 2004b). In addition, various horticultural forms of several Agave species are also
common, and hybrids described from specimens
cultivated in the Iberian Peninsula or formed
spontaneously out of cultivation have also been
reported (Guillot et al., 2009). The most common
agave in the Iberian Peninsula is A. americana L.
(introduced in the 16th century), in particular the
subsp. americana which is widely naturalised in
all provinces of the Mediterranean coasts of Spain
(from Girona to Huelva, and including the Balearic
Islands), in the low-altitude areas of Andalusia and
Galicia, and more rarely in sheltered areas from
Aragon, Basque Country, Castilla-La Mancha, Extremadura, and Madrid (Sanz et al., 2004). It has
also been cited in Portugal, where it is common at
least in some parts (Smith & Figueiredo, 2007), and
in Gibraltar (a United Kingdom overseas territory)
Turbinicarpus pseudopectinatus

by Galán et al. (2000).
Together with Agave americana subsp. americana, other 26 taxa have been cited as occurring in
the wild in the Iberian Peninsula: Agave amaniensis Trel. & W. Novell, A. americana L. var. marginata Trel., A. americana L. var. medio-picta Trel., A.
americana L. var. striata Trel., A. angustifolia Haw.
var. angustifolia, A. angustifolia Haw. var. marginata
Hort. ex Gentry, A. atrovirens Karw., A. cerulata Trel.
subsp. dentiens (Trel.) Gentry, A. decipiens Baker, A.
desmetiana Jacobi, A. fourcroydes Lem., A. franzosini
Baker, A. funkiana K. Koch & C. D. Bouché, A. ingens
A. Berger var. ingens, A. ingens A. Berger var. picta
(Salm-Dyck) A. Berger, A. karwinskii Zucc., A. lechuguilla Torr., A. lurida Aiton, A. salmiana Otto ex SalmDyck var. salmiana, A. salmiana Otto ex Salm-Dyck
var. ferox (K. Koch) Gentry, A. segurae D. Guillot &
P. Van der Meer, A. sisalana Perrine ex Engelm. var.
sisalana, A. sisalana Perrine ex Engelm. var. armata
Trel., A. weberi J. F. Cels ex J. Poiss., A. × cavanillesii
D. Guillot & P. Van der Meer, and A. × winteriana A.
Berger (Guillot & Meer, 2003a, b, c, 2004a, 2005,
2006, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2013a, b; Guillot, 2006;
Serra, 2007; Smith & Figueiredo, 2007; Guillot et
al., 2009; Sánchez et al., 2009; Sanz et al., 2011; Rubal et al., 2013; Guillot & Sáez, 2014; Sáez et al.,
2014).
Almost all these taxa are confined to the Mediterranean coastal areas of the Iberian Peninsula,
and the Valencian Community is the region with
most occurrences of Agave taxa (25; Guillot &
Meer, 2009, 2013a; Guillot et al., 2009).

Results

As a result of extensive fieldwork carried out in the
southern part of Catalonia (provinces of Barcelona and Tarragona) and Valencia Province (Valencian Community), three new Agave taxa have been
observed for the first time in Catalonia (which increases the number of agaves observed in this autonomous community from 10 to 13; López-Pujol
& Guillot, 2015), whereas we provide new reports
of one taxa in Catalonia and two taxa in the Valencian Community. These include:
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1 - Details of the leaves of Agave decipiens, Salou
(Province of Tarragona). 2 - Two young rosetts of
Agave decipiens in Salou (Province of Tarragona).

summary

1. Agave decipiens Baker

TARRAGONA: 31TCF4350, Salou, next to a country house (near the city), a few rosettes, 20 m,
01-XI-2014, J. López-Pujol.
According to Reveal & Hodgson (2002), Agave
decipiens is an arborescent plant, with trunks
1–3(–4) m, frequently suckering. Leaves are
spreading to recurved, 70–100(–200) × 7–10
cm, green, without bud-prints, linear-lanceolate, adaxially concave toward apex, abaxially convex toward base. Teeth are single, 2–3
mm, 1–2 cm apart, often with some interstitial
smaller teeth. The apical spine is dark brown,
conical, 1–2 cm. Inflorescences are paniculate,
often bulbiferous, with 10–18 ascending lateral
branches comprising distal 1/2 of inflorescence.
Flowers 15 or more per cluster, erect, 6–8 cm;
perianth is greenish yellow, with a funnel form
tube, 11–13 × 4–6 mm; limb lobes are incurved,
drying reflexed on tube, subequal, 18–22 mm;

en ro or

Turbinicarpus pseudopectinatus
Alien Agavaceae

2

stamens are long-exserted; filaments inserted
on 2 levels at or slightly above mid perianth
tube, erect, yellow, 4–5 cm; anthers are yellow,
22–25 mm; ovary 4–5 cm, neckless. Capsules
are short-pedicellate, ellipsoid to oblong, 3.5–5
cm, with beaked apex.
Agave decipiens is considered a rare species
only known from Florida; the morphologically
close individuals collected from Yucatan Peninsula may be actually A. angustifolia (Gentry,
1982). Small (1933) reported that this plant was
growing on coastal sands and on old Indian
village sites. More recently, Reveal & Hodgson
(2002) suggested that this species might have
been introduced from Latin America by Native
Americans, and the proliferation of chromosome numbers may indicate prolonged human
propagation and a probable hybrid origin.
This taxon has been previously reported in
the Iberian Peninsula in the province of Valencia
(Guillot & Meer, 2003a) and Cádiz (Rubal et al.,
2013). The new locality from southern Catalonia
(Salou; Figs. 1 and 2) reported here represents
the third wild occurrence in the Iberian Peninsula and, probably, in the whole Europe. Although we do not know whether the individuals
from Salou have been planted or are the result
of spread, there are no signs of management
(and the population is regenerating at present).
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summary
1. Agave ingens Baker var. ingens

Agave ingens var. ingens.

Agave ingens var. ingens.

summary

TARRAGONA: 31TCF0251, Móra la
Nova, in an uncultivated land near
to the road N-420 (close to the C-12
rondabout), growing together with other
allochthonous plants (such as Agave spp.,
Aloe maculata, Opuntia spp.), 34 m, 23-XI2014, J. López-Pujol; 31TCF4253, Reus (la
Feredat), near the gas station of C-14 road
(km 3), between Reus and Salou, growing
together with other Agave taxa, 60 m,
22-XI-2014, J. López-Pujol; 31TCF5563,
la Secuita, at the base of a small rocky
wall at the entrance of the village,
growing with Agave spp., Aloe maculata,
Carpobrotus sp., Ipomoea acuminata,
Lantana camara, and Opuntia sp., ca. 160
m, 05-IV-2015, J. López-Pujol; 31TCF5754,
Tarragona (Monnars), in an uncultivated
land adjacent to the road N-340, near
habitation, several individuals (including
one with inflorescence) growing together
with Agave ingens var. picta and Kalanchoe
× houghtonii, ca. 10 m, 06-XII-2014, J.
López-Pujol. VALENCIA: 30SXJ9671, Chiva,
side of road, slope next to the Sports
Centre, 285 m, 27-XI-2014, D. Guillot.
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Agave ingens var. ingens has been treated
in some recent works as a synonymous of A.
americana, for example of A. americana subsp. americana (Thiede, 2001) or A. americana
var. picta (Gentry, 1982). As for A. americana,
rosettes of A. ingens var. ingens are mediumsized, of 2–3 × 1.5–2.5 m. Leaves are recurved,
reflexed, thick, 200 × 6–20 cm; according to
Guillot & Meer (2003c), however, the colour of
leaves differ from those of A. americana, since
old leaves are dark green (Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 8),
and young ones may vary from light grey-glaucous to light green or bluish-green glaucous.
Another difference with A. americana is that A.
ingens var. ingens has smaller teeth between
the large ones (which are reddish-brown or
grey-glaucous, 3–5 mm, 0.5–2 cm apart; Fig. 9).
The apical spine is dark grey to reddish-brown,
channelled, 4–5 cm. Inflorescences (Figs. 6 and
7) and flowers are similar to those of A. americana.

Agave ingens var. ingens.
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Agave ingens var. ingens should be regarded
as the rarest variety of A. ingens. According to
Berger (1915), the “green form” of A. ingens
(that is, the variety ingens) was not observed
until early 20th century in La Mortola gardens
(Italy), where it had grown from seeds of the
variegated form (i.e., var. picta; see below).
Agave ingens var. ingens is rarely cultivated in
Europe, with almost all the observed individuals coming from seeds of var. picta (Guillot et
al., 2012). In fact, the first recorded flowering in Spain was not until late 2012 (Guillot &
Meer, 2013b).

Agave ingens var. ingens.
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Agave ingens var. ingens.
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Agave ingens var. ingens has been reported in
the Iberian Peninsula in Alicante and Valencia
provinces of the Valencian Community (Guillot
& Meer, 2003c, 2005, 2013b; Sanz-Elorza et al.,
2011), and also in the province of Cádiz (Rubal et
al., 2013) of Andalusia. The new localities from
Tarragona reported here are the northernmost
ones in the Iberian Peninsula.
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3. Agave ingens A. Berger var. picta
(Salm-Dyck) A. Berger

BARCELONA: 31TDF1369, Castelldefels, vacant
lot, growing together with other allochthonous
plants (Aloe cf. maculata, Cotyledon sp., Kalanchoe
× houghtonii, Opuntia maxima, Senecio angulatus),
23 m, 12-VI-2015, J. López-Pujol; 31TDF1068, Sitges
(Ratpenat), at the edge of the road to the Garraf
Natural Park, 80 m, 12-VI-2015, J. López-Pujol. TARRAGONA: 31TCF3549, Cambrils (Riera d’Alforja), on
the dry river bed, ca. 35 m. 26-XI-2014, J. LópezPujol; 31TCF5759, el Catllar (el Mas Vilet dels Pins),
in the roadside (road T-203), 140 m, 05-IV-2015, J.
López-Pujol; 31TBF9465, Flix (Horta dels Arenys),
vacant lot near the road C-12, several young rosettes growing together with Agave americana
subsp. americana and Cupressus sempervirens,
54 m, 22-III-2015, J. López-Pujol; 31TCF5263, els
Garidells, next to the former “Soleta” hostel, growing with Opuntia spp., 115 m, 05-IV-2015, J. LópezPujol; 31TCF3054, Montbrió del Camp (Riera de
Riudecanyes), margin of Pinus halepensis wood,
ca. 140 m, 31-V-2015, J. López-Pujol; 31TCF3052,
Mont-roig del Camp (Riera de Riudecanyes), on the

dry river bed, isolated individual, ca. 100 m, 31-V2015, J. López-Pujol; 31TCF3150, Mont-roig del
Camp (Riera de Riudecanyes), at the edge of the
trail parallel to the dry river bed, growing together
with Opuntia spp., 73 m, 31-V-2015, J. López-Pujol;
31TCF0251, Móra la Nova, in an uncultivated land
near to the road N-420 (close to the C-12 roundabout), growing together with other allochthonous
plants (such as Agave spp., Aloe maculata, Opuntia
spp.), 34 m, 23-XI-2014, J. López-Pujol; 31TCF0351,
Móra la Nova (Mas de Girald), in the parking lot
of the restaurant “Can Secundino”, close to the
road C-12, growing together with Agave americana subsp. americana and Opuntia maxima, 37
m, 23-XI-2014, J. López-Pujol; 31TCF4053, Reus
(les Palmeres), at the edge of a trail, close to the
“Reus Aigüesverds” golf course, 74 m, 22-XI-2014,
J. López-Pujol; 31TCF4253, Reus (la Feredat), in the
roadside (road C-14), growing together with other
Agave taxa and Aloe maculata, ca. 60 m, 26-X-2014,
J. López-Pujol; 31TCF7159, Roda de Berà, uncultivated land close to the Roman triumphal Arch,
near some houses, about a dozen of large individuals, 17 m, 28-II-2015, J. López-Pujol;

Agave ingens var. picta.
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Agave ingens var. picta.

BARCELONA: 31TCF4250, Salou (els Emprius), at
the edge of a trail, very abundant, growing with other allochthonous plants (Opuntia spp., Yucca spp.),
ca. 30 m, 01-XI-2014, J. López-Pujol; 31TCF4350,
Salou, next to a contry house (near the city), along
the edge of a trail forming a row, dozens of rosettes, 20 m, 1-XI-2014, J. López-Pujol; 31TCF4646,
Salou (Cap de Salou), fossil dunes stabilized with
Pinus halepensis, near habitation, growing together with other agaves and Opuntia dillenii, 52 m,
02-XI-2014, J. López-Pujol; 31TCF4647, Salou (Cap
de Salou), under pine forests (Pinus halepensis/P.
pinea), near habitation, growing with other other
allochthonous plants (Opuntia spp., Yucca spp.), ca.
20 m, 02-XI-2014, J. López-Pujol; 31TCF5464, la Secuita, between les Gunyoles and Vistabella, at the
edge of a trail, isolated group of individuals, 163
m, 05-IV-2015, J. López-Pujol; 31TCF5563, la Secuita, at the base of a small rocky wall at the entrance
of the village, growing with Agave spp., Aloe maculata, Carpobrotus sp., Ipomoea acuminata, Lantana
camara, and Opuntia sp., ca. 160 m, 05-IV-2015, J.
López-Pujol; 31TCF5754, Tarragona (Monnars), in
Turbinicarpus pseudopectinatus

an uncultivated land adjacent to the road N-340,
near habitation, growing together with Agave ingens var. ingens and Kalanchoe × houghtonii, ca. 10
m, 06-XII-2014, J. López-Pujol;
BARCELONA: 31TCF5956, Tarragona (Urbanització Escorpí), on the margin of Pinus halepensis forest, near habitation, ca. 60 m, 6-XII-2014, J.
López-Pujol; 31TBF9024, Tortosa, about 3 km N of
the city, at the edge of road C-12, 19 m, 23-XI-2014,
J. López-Pujol; 31TCF5365, Vallmoll (Bogatell), at
the edge of a paved trail, near habitation, growing with numerous other allochthonous plants
(Agave americana subsp. americana, Aloe spp.,
Aptenia cordifolia), 167 m, 05-IV-2015, J. LópezPujol; 31TCF7459, el Vendrell, in an uncultivated
land near Masía del Francàs, isolated individual,
19 m, 28-II-2015, J. López-Pujol; 31TCF4251, Vilaseca, uncultivated lands close to the road C-14, in
remnants of Mediterranean coastal scrub, several
isolated individuals, 35 m, 14-XI-2014, J. López-Pujol; 31TCF4254, Vila-seca (la Plana), in the roadside
(road C-14), growing together with other Agave
taxa, ca. 75 m, 24-X-2014, J. López-Pujol.
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As for Agave ingens var. ingens, Agave ingens
var. picta has been treated in some recent works
as a synonymous of A. americana [as A. americana subsp. americana in Thiede (2001) and as A.
americana var. picta in Gentry (1982)]. This plant
is equally large and very similar to A. americana,
but with darker green leaves of 225 × 17–18
cm, with a marginal band of yellow; the spine
is straight and needle-shaped (Standley, 1920).
Breitung (1968) describes this species as with
rosettes of 2 to 3 m in diameter, very stoloniferous; leaves of similar size as in the description
of Standley (1920), lanceolate, acuminate, thick
based. Spines are straight and slender, 40–50
× 3–5 mm, narrowly grooved to the middle or
more, decurrent for 15–20 cm or reaching the
first or second pair of teeth; teeth along middle of leaf margin, 5–10 mm, 3–4 cm apart, very
broad shouldered, usually on fleshy prominences between which the margin is straight
or concave, tip hooked forward or backward,
brown; often between two larger teeth is one or
two smaller ones; inflorescence 9 to 10 m high.
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Agave ingens var. picta.
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Agave ingens var. picta.

Standley (1920) provided the names
“maguey pinto” and “maguey listado”
for this taxon. It differs from A. americana var. marginata in its darker green
leaves and slender acicular straight
spine (Trelease, 1915; Breitung, 1968)
and the thinner blade and small teeth
between large ones (Breitung, 1968).
Trelease (1908) stated that “The general failure to distinguish A. picta from
[A.] americana [var.] marginata makes
it practically impossible to properly collocate undescriptive references for the
past fifty years, and the garden synonymy of the whiter margined forms, here
and under [A.] americana, is doubtless
confused. Except for rare regressions that
Berger has observed on the Riviera, it is
questionable if the normal type of the
species represented by this variegated
form has been seen, …”. Also citing Trelease (1915), “The unvariegated form of
this, which occurs about the Mediterranean from seeds of the variegated form,
has been called A. ingens by Mr. Berger:
it is not known elsewhere” (see above).
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Agave ingens var. picta was already present (and medicinally used) in Mexico in 16th century, and
in Europe was already under cultivation at least since 19th century (Guillot et al., 2012). At the beginning of the 20th century, it was widely cultivated in Mexico (Standley, 1920), but only occasionally in
Guatemala (Trelease, 1915) and Panama (Standley, 1928; Woodson, 1945). At present, it is widely
cultivated on the Mediterranean European coasts, as well as in most of America (Guillot et al., 2012).
Agave ingens var. picta has been widely reported in the Iberian Peninsula, were it may behave as
invasive (Guillot et al., 2009). In the Valencian Community, it has been observed in the provinces of
Valencia (Guillot & Meer, 2003a; 2005), Castellón and Alicante (Guillot & Meer, 2005), in the Balearic
Islands, on the island of Mallorca (Guillot, 2006), and, in Catalonia, in the province of Tarragona
(Guillot & Meer, 2005). In the platform Virtual Biodiversity (Biodiversidad Virtual; http://www.biodiversidadvirtual.org/) we found images of this plant in the provinces of Almería (Rodríguez, 2012),
Barcelona (Aparicio, 2010; Pardo, 2011, 2013; Sesma, 2012; Martínez, 2014; Miralles, 2014; Montoro,
2014), Castellón (Pérez, 2012), and Murcia (Noguera, 2010). The citations provided here confirm its
ubiquity in southern Catalonia, clearly related to its invasive character.

Agave ingens var. picta.
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4. Agave weberi J. F. Cels ex J. Poiss.

TARRAGONA: 31TCF5856/31TCF5956, Tarragona (Urbanització Escorpí), near habitation,
ca. 60 m, 06-XII-2014, J. López-Pujol; VALENCIA:
30SXJ9671, Chiva, side of road, slope next to the
Sports Centre, 285 m, 27-XI-2014, D. Guillot.
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Agave weberi.
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Agave weberi.

According to the description of Reveal &
Hodgson (2002), plants of A. weberi are shortstemmed, commonly suckering, without rhizomes, and have trunks of 0.4–1 m. Leaves are
erect or recurving, 110–160 × 12–18 cm, green
or grayish green or yellowish green, not crosszoned, lanceolate, pliable, adaxially concave or
guttered at least toward apex, abaxially slightly
convex. Leaf margins are minutely armed only
near base or teeth absent; teeth single prickles, 1–2 mm, less than 1 cm apart. The apical
spine is brown to greyish, subulate, 3–4.5 cm.
Inflorescences are paniculate, open, sometimes
bulbiferous, with 15–25 horizontal to slightly
ascending lateral branches comprising distal
1/3–1/2 of inflorescence. Flowers 15–27 per
cluster, erect, 7–8 cm; perianth is yellow, with
urceolate tube, 15–20 × 14–19 mm, and limb
lobes erect, subequal, 20–24 mm; stamens are
long-exserted; filaments are inserted ca. mid
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perianth tube, erect, yellow to yellow-green,
5.5–6 cm; anthers are yellow, 30–31 mm; ovary
is 3.3–4 cm, with unconstricted neck, 2–4 mm.
Capsules are short-pedicellate, oblong, 5.5 cm,
with beaked apex.

Agave weberi.
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Gentry (1982) assigned some related horticultural forms to this species, with some
forms green and others glaucous gray. Agave
weberi is locally naturalized in southern Texas,
as well as in north-east and central Mexico. It
is frequently cultivated elsewhere for its ornamental value, pulque, and fibre (Reveal &
Hodgson, 2002).
Agave weberi has been reported previously
in the Iberian Peninsula in the province of Valencia (Valencian Community, Guillot & Meer,

2008).
The new population of Chiva reported here
represents the second locality within the Valencian Community, whereas the population
of Tarragona Province is the first of Catalonia.
However, some of the individuals of Tarragona are aligned on a row with other Agave
taxa along a roadside, which suggest that they
may have been planted some time ago (but
with clear signs that the place has remained
unmanaged for a long time).

Agave weberi.
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summary

Myrmecodia beccarii Hook.f.
a pictorial appraisal
including
epiphytic companion species
part 1

Cooktown & Mossman
Field

summary

Derrick Rowe

T

his Australian endemic is found
alongside or near the coast of
northern Queensland from the
Iron Range region, on Cape York
Peninsula in the north, to north
of Townsville in the south. It is
a weird, tuberous, myrmecodomic (ant-housing) member of
the sub-tribe Hydnophytinae of the Rubiaceae
plant family. Thus, ant colonies usually reside
Myrmecodia
Myrmecodia becarii
beccarii -- part
part 1

rt

Repo

in these semi-hollow tubers.
We start near Cooktown a four-hour drive
north of Cairns. This is the most northern population of M. beccarii I have photographed.
These examples are perched on open canopied Paperbark (Melaleuca) trees, which gain
their popular name from their many papery
bark layers that provide a moisture retaining
rooting medium for a small number of particularly tenacious epiphyte species.
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A dissected windfall, ant-inhabited myrmecodia
tuber (not M. beccarii) showing their two, typical,
tunnel/cavity forms. [Fig. 1] The darker hollows are
used by resident ants of the co-evolved mutualistic species Philidris cordata to deposit their various
wastes; its decomposition helping to feed home
plants.
The light-brown tunnel/cavity systems are used
for nesting. This and other adaptations permit
many myrmecophyte (ant-plant) species to survive
in exposed habitats much too harsh for almost
all other vascular epiphytes. Note the cream coloured mass of ant pupae and the tuber’s chlorophyll layer.
Tiny wart-like structures line the darker hollows acting as highly foreshortened internal roots,
which are able to extract nutrients as the composts
Myrmecodia beccarii - part 1

5

decompose. Thus, these plants provide readymade homes for ants that in return pay ‘rent’ in
the form of purposely stored, nutrient-rich composts. These tunnel/cavity systems are produced
entirely by these plants.
There are two forms of M. beccarii. This one, the
far more latitudinal widespread “northern form”
[Fig. 2, 3, 4 & 5] is quite spiny except in particularly
large, thus aged examples.
The hollows along the stems from which flowers
and their eventual fruits emerge, are called alveoli.
Deep and prominently rimmed alveoli are one of
the diagnostic features of this species and it has
a generally higher tissue to cavity ratio than other Australian myrmecodias. Ornate leaf insertion
scales called clypeoli are a prominent feature of
many myrmecodias but not of this species.
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An extremely frequent close companion is Dischidia nummularia, a scrambling epiphyte with
green to creamy yellow (according to exposure)
button-like, succulent leaves. It is an asclepiad
member of the Apocynaceae family. Dischidia
nummularia often sends roots into the debris
stores inside myrmecodia tubers; it is then a
parasite of the ants and their home-plant’s
symbiotic mutualism. Symbioses describe relationships where unlike organisms live closely
together long term. A mutualistic relationship is
one that benefits its members. Other life forms
such as fungi and bacteria can also be beneficial
to the ant and home plant relationship. These
plants have been photographed on swamp Paperbarks, in Cooktown.
Myrmecodia beccarii “northern form.”. Ancient
thus spineless examples on swamp Paperbarks,
Cooktown. The canopy is usually very sparse.
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Author-photographer Attila Kapitany with an
ancient example on a Paperbark tree. This lowland Cooktown area is flooded in the very sodden wet season.
Myrmecodia beccarii “northern form” [Fig. 1
& 2] in a Paperbark Melaleuca seasonal swamp
near Cooktown.
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Cooktown in far North Queensland, Australia, sits near the mouth of the crocodile infested Endeavour River (to the right). Ant-plant
photographers must keep a very wary eye on
their surrounds here, especially near the river,
the sea, or indeed near ANY water bodies. Even
small ones can contain remarkably large and
very sneaky salt-water crocodiles. Crocodylus
porosus, is the largest crocodilian in the world.
Myrmecodia beccarii “northern form” from
Cooktown. [Fig. 1 & 2] On mangroves where
the canopy is denser, very high humidity is even
more consistent than in Paperbark swamps but
exposure to salinity is higher.
Myrmecodia beccarii “northern form.” Growing on mangroves in Cooktown. [Fig. 3 & 4]
Note the translucent diagnostic whitish fruits of
this species.
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Myrmecodia beccarii “northern form”, growing in
Cooktown on mangrove species. Juveniles especially are quite spiny in this northern form. Tree
with Dischidia nummularia, which probably has
roots penetrating these tubers to steal nutrients
from their ant-produced composts [Fig. 1 & 2].
D. nummularia seeds possess an elaiosome (a
tiny food body, originating from the Greek words
élaion "oil" and sóma "body") so are attractive to
ants, which take them to their nests. After the tiny
food bodies have been eaten, ‘used’ seed is planted
in ant-carton tunnels, which provide improved gerMyrmecodia beccarii - part 1

5

mination sites near to myrmecodomic (ant-house)
epiphytes, thus aiding this epiphyte’s parasitic tendencies. Sometimes seedlings emerge from antdomatia (domatia translates as little homes).
Juveniles on a swamp Paperbark tree with Dischidia nummularia. Note the peeling papery bark;
some species are much more papery than this
enormous one. Cooktown. [Fig. 3 & 4]
Myrmecodia beccarii “northern form” on swamp
Paperbarks in Cooktown. Note the fruit left. In all
populations seen, fruits were whitish never pink.
[Fig. 5]
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Myrmecodia beccarii “northern form.” Growing
in Cooktown in mangrove swamp [Fig. 1, 2 & 3].
Photo (Fig. 4) with an orchid. A flood plain habitat
[Fig. 6 & 7].
Myrmecodia beccarii - part 1
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Our next stop is Mossman coast, with Mossman
town only 75 km north of Cairns.
Here as usual, Myrmecodia beccarii “northern
form” [Fig. 1, 2 & 3] is often accompanied by Dischidia nummularia and from this latitude, to at
least as far north as the Iron Range on the east
coast of Cape York Peninsula with D. major. This
latter species is another highly evolved myrmecodomic (ant-house) species with equally fascinating
survival strategies enabling its survival in habitats
Myrmecodia beccarii - part 1

highly inhospitable to most epiphytes.
On Cape York Peninsula M. beccarii also grows
with Myrmecodia tuberosa “papuana”, M. platytyrea
subsp antoinii, Hydnophytum moseleyanum and H.
ferrugineum. I have yet to photograph this fascinating myrmecodomic guild that is probably the very
best in Australia.
For details of ecology and ecophysiology, see
pp 54-60 of the free online journal The Cactus Explorer.
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on Mossman Coast [Fig. 1]. Dischidia major onMossman Coast. It is its southernmost location
in n Australia. It is also a myrmecodomic (anthousing) species. [Fig. 2, 3, 4 & 5].
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Dischidia major.
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Another conspicuous epiphyte that shares
this habitat is the Golden Orchid Dendrobium
discolor Lendl [Fig. 1, 2 & 3]. Synonym Durabaculum undulatum M.A.Clem. & D.L.Jones. It is Australia’s largest orchid species. In the northern
regions of the large latitudinal range of M. beccarii, the Onion orchid Dendrobium tattonianum
Bateman, synonym Cepobaculum tattonianum
(Bateman ex Rchb.f.) M.A.Clem. & D.L.Jones is
also sometimes present. Some authorities consider its correct name is Dendrobium canaliculatum var. tattonianum (Bateman) Rchb. f. This
orchid is particularly prolific in the habitats
of M. beccarii “southern form” situated north
of Townsville in the far south of this primarily
coastal species latitudinal range.
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Myrmecodia beccarii “northern form” Mossman coast [Fig. 1]. Typical mangrove habitat
on Mossman coast [Fig. 2]. A mudskipper fish
(Oxudercinae). They are completely amphibious fish that can use their pectoral fins to walk
on land. [Fig. 3]
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Succulentopi@ (French) - Quarterly online
magazine of the Cactus Francophone. Latest
issue: No 15, November 2015..

Xerophilia

Bradleya (English) – the yearbook of The British
Cactus & Succulent Society, No. 33, September
2015, edited by Graham Charles. A large number
of first descriptions! .

summary

Sukkulenten (German) - Monthly free online
journal of the FGaS - Fachgesellschaft andere
Sukkulenten (formerly Avonia-News). Latest
issue: Vol. 8, No 10, October 2015.
The Cactus Explorer (English) - the first free
online C&S journal. There was no new issue
from our last presentation. => Latest issue:
Echinocereus Special Issue, September 2015.

Online
OnlineMagazines
Magazines
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Naturally grown plants
Fast delivery worldwide
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